Abstract
Introduction
Reconfigurable systems provide a number of advantages and are continuously gaining their popularity in various applications. Currently, most reconfigurable systems are implemented on FPGA platforms. For such systems, an important design concern is to minimize FPGA reconfiguration bitstreams, and this problem has been widely investigated from high level design. Studies in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] present different algorithms to perform temporal partitions with the objective of reusing function units in different temporal partitions. Meanwhile, the reuse of FPGA routing patterns is investigated in [6] . Relocation and defragmentation techniques are presented in [7, 8] . The work in [9] minimizes reconfiguration cost by both using coarse-grain logic blocks and optimizing scheduling and allocation schemes. Additionally, other techniques proposed in literature include configuration caching [10] , configuration compression [11] , and column-based configuration method [12] .
Differing from previous approaches, this work addresses the problem of minimizing reconfiguration data at the logic level. Techniques developed in this work take advantage of two facts. First, FPGA configuration data are partitioned into frames, which are the smallest data units that can be individually accessed by configuration commands [13] . Second, a frame contains configuration data for identical hardware located in an FPGA column. To conveniently track the size of reconfiguration data, we introduce a framework that links reconfiguration frames to minterms of a specially constructed function, which is referred to as the difference function of a look-up table (LUT) column. Based on this framework, three techniques, variable mapping optimization, circuit don't-care modification, and LUT input order permutation, are proposed to minimize minterms of LUTcolumn difference functions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains FPGA configuration frames and describes how to link reconfiguration frames to minterms of LUT-column difference functions. Motivational examples are also given in this section to elucidate the proposed techniques. Section 3 develops procedures to efficiently implement the proposed techniques. Section 4 illustrates how to integrate the proposed techniques into FPGA design automation flow and reports experimental results. The paper is concluded in Section 5.
Preliminaries
In many LUT-based FPGAs, configuration data are partitioned into frames [13, 14] . A frame contains configuration data for hardware located in an FPGA column. The structure of frames is explained using an FPGA LUT column shown in Figure 1 . Assume that there are N LUTs in the column and each LUT has 16 memory locations. The 16 memory locations of any LUT in the column belong to 16 different frames. In addition, each frame contains N bits, corresponding to the same memory locations in the N LUTs of the column. Since a frame is the smallest block of configuration data that can be accessed by configuration commands, the entire frame has to be written into the FPGA even if we just want to change a single bit of an LUT during partial reconfiguration. This arrangement lessens the burden of addressing LUT locations, consequently simplifying hardware design and reducing the size of configuration bitstreams.
As frames are the primitive units of FPGA reconfiguration data, reducing the size of FPGA reconfiguration bitstreams is equivalent to minimizing the number of reconfiguration frames. The latter minimization problem can be addressed in two perspectives. First, it is desirable to have each LUT require less number of frames during reconfiguration. This leads to minimizing the difference between data stored in each LUT before and after reconfiguration. This problem can be tackled by both optimizing variable mapping and modifying LUT don't-care locations. Before and after reconfiguration, an LUT may implement two different functions that depend on two sets of logic variables. Variable mapping refers to the rule that dictates which two variables (one is an input of the first function and the other is an input of the second function) should be mapped to the same LUT address input. Meanwhile, LUT don't-care locations are memory locations whose addresses correspond to circuit don't-cares. Data stored in don't-care locations can be altered without changing circuit functionality. The second perspective on minimizing reconfiguration frames is to maximize the efficiency of each frame, which is measured by how many bits of the frame containing data that truly update LUT locations. For a given number of LUT locations that need to be updated, higher frame efficiencies will result in less number of frames. The efficiencies of frames can be improved by permuting LUT input orders, which relocates LUT locations that need be updated into common frames.
We first introduce notations used in the paper. We refer to logic functions implemented on an LUT before and after reconfiguration as its initial and final functions, respectively. For a given LUT, denoted as LU T i , we use f i and h i to represent its initial and final functions. When it is not necessary to distinctively identify LUTs, subscripts of f i and h i are omitted for the sake of conciseness. Furthermore, for any given logic function l, we use l on , l dc , l of f to represent its on, don't-care, and off sets, respectively. Three examples will be given to illustrate how variable mapping (Example 1), don't-care locations (Example 2), and LUT input orders (Example 3) can be utilized to reduce reconfiguration frames. Without losing generality, threeinput LUTs are used. In the quest for solutions of the proposed minimization problem, we are more interested in how logic values (0 or 1) are stored in LUTs, rather than what actual functions implemented on LUTs are. Due to this reason, we introduce the concept of the LUT mapping function. LUT mapping functions are LUT functions expressed in terms of LUT address variables. For an LUT whose implemented logic function is given, we can obtain its mapping function through substituting logic variables by their associated address variables. For example, the initial function of LU T 1 in Figure 4 is a · (b + c). Substituting logic variables by their associated LUT address variables, we have its mapping function as A 3 · (A 2 + A 1 ). The mapping function of an LUT represents all the LUT locations that store logic 1. Since each LUT is associated with two logic functions (f and h), there are two mapping functions for each LUT as well. Due to the close relation between LUT logic functions and their corresponding mapping functions, we also use f and h to represent the initial and final mapping functions of an LUT, respectively.
Based on LUT mapping functions, we define the LUT difference function as:
In addition, the difference function of an LUT column is defined as:
where, N is the total number of LUTs in the given column and D i is the LUT difference function of LU T i . In the computation of D, address variables with the same name but located in different LUTs (e.g. A 1 of LU T i and LU T j ) are treated as the same variable, since they function as coordinates to indicate LUT locations containing logic 1. Therefore, function D depends on only p variables:
where p is the number of inputs of the LUTs in the column. It is easy to see that the number of minterms in D is equal to the number of frames requested for reconfiguring the entire LUT column. Due to this reason, the phrase of minimizing LUT difference functions is used in the rest of the paper as a convenient synonym of minimizing the number of minterms in LUT difference functions.
Proposed Techniques
As discussed early, FPGA reconfiguration data can be minimized by optimizing variable mapping, modifying LUT don't-care locations, and permuting LUT input orders. The problem of finding optimal variable mappings is easy since it can be solved separately for each LUT. Techniques to perform the other two optimization procedures are discussed in the following. 
Modifying LUT don't-care locations
D = f · h + f · h = f on · h of f + f on · h dc † + f dc · h + h on · f of f + h on · f dc † + h dc · f (3) Obviously, f on · h of f + h on · f of fconstitutes the lower bound of the difference between f and h. The other terms on the right-hand-side of Equation 3 can be eliminated by assigning proper values to LUT don't-care locations. This is formally stated by the following corollary.
Corollary 1 The number of minterms of an LUT difference function is minimized if the initial and final functions of the LUT are modified as follows:
In the above equations, symbols +, ·, and − represent set union, intersection, and subtraction operations. For an LUT, adding a minterm to its function implies changing the value stored in the LUT location that corresponds to the minterm to logic 1. Meanwhile, subtracting a minterm is the same as putting logic 0 to the corresponding LUT location. It is easy to show
of f and, hence, prove the corollary. By performing function modification according to the above corollary, minterms added to f are:
Similarly, minterms that are subtracted from f can be expressed as:
The total LUT locations that are altered can be expressed by their corresponding minterms as:
Note that a similar set of equations apply to function h. For an LUT, its don't-cares consist of controllability don't-cares (CDCs) and observability don't-cares (ODCs). CDCs are signal patterns that never appear at the LUT inputs. Meanwhile, ODCs are defined as LUT input patterns
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representing scenarios that the LUT output cannot be observed by circuit primary outputs. Because CDC sets of different LUTs are independent of each other, modifying LUT locations addressed by CDC patterns can be performed individually for each LUT. This simple process always leads to the globally optimized solution when only CDCs are under consideration. On the contrary, modifying ODC locations is a complicated process. When ODC locations of an LUT are modified, ODCs of other LUTs may change. Although it is theoretically possible to re-compute ODCs for the rest of LUTs after each LUT is modified, this approach is practically unattractive due to its computation complexity. To avoid repeated re-computation of LUT ODCs, this section presents an efficient method to compute LUT ODCs that can be simultaneously modified, which are referred to as compatible ODCs (CODCs). To address a similar problem in logic synthesis, several techniques [15, 16, 17, 18] have been proposed. The method presented here is similar to approaches discussed in [16, 17] in the perspective of computing CODC upper bounds. However, it differs from the previous approaches in the following two aspects. First, ODCs covered by their upper bounds are further restricted according to Equation 8 . Second, a heuristic method is utilized to determine the order of LUTs to be processed.
The simultaneous optimization for multiple vertices (gates or LUTs), denoted as y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n , can be modeled by n perturbation variables δ 1 , δ 2 , · · · , δ n [15] . In this application, δ i represents ODCs that are added or subtracted from the function of LU T i . Let DC ext represent external don't-cares, ODC yi denote ODCs at vertex y i , and symbol | represent generalized cofactor operations. A sufficient condition for the equivalence between the perturbed and original circuits is [16] :
In the above expression, don't-cares with respect to different primary outputs are represented in the vector format and 1 = (1, 1, · · · , 1). The above condition gives a series of upper bounds (with respect to different primary outputs) for δ i , which depend on ODC yi and previous perturbations. Let m denote the number of circuit primary outputs, DC ext j and ODC yi j denote the external and observability don't-care sets at vertex y i with respect to primary output j, respectively. The global upper bound, which is in the scalar format, can be obtained as:
As FPGA reconfiguration data for an FPGA column depend on all the LUT functions of the column, it is imperative to simultaneously optimize all LUT functions of a column.
In addition, LUT difference functions with large numbers of minterms are likely to affect the overall reconfiguration frames. Therefore, such LUTs should be given high priorities during the optimization. Due to this observation, the proposed procedure first ranks all the LUTs according to the number of minterms in their difference functions. LUTs whose difference functions contain more minterms are given higher ranks. Following the descending order of LUT ranks, ODCs are pruned in accordance with two constraints. The first constraint is Equation 8, which eliminates ODCs that don't minimize LUT difference functions. The second constraint is the upper bound given in Equation 10 , which is used to guarantee the correctness of the resulted circuit.
The proposed procedure is further elaborated as follows. For the convenience of description, we re-label LUTs after ranking such that LUTs with higher ranks are given smaller index numbers. For example, N LUTs arranged in the descending order of their ranks will be listed with their new labels as LU T 1 , LU T 2 , · · ·, LU T N . Thus, LU T 1 is the first LUT to be processed. When the initial function of LU T 1 is under consideration, LUT locations whose values are desired to be altered are:
In the above and following equations, we use superscripts to indicate the function on which δ and μ are defined. Also, we use subscripts to indicate the LUT that δ and μ are associated with. Since LU T 1 is the first LUT to be processed, δ f 1 is not subject to the second constraint. However, when LU T k (k = 1) is processed, we have to apply both constraints. This leads to:
The pseudo-code of the proposed CODC computation procedure is given in Figure 5 . Note that CODCs for both LUT initial and final functions are computed simultaneously in the procedure.
ODC OPT( LUTs ) { 1 Compute ODCs for all LUTs regarding their initial and final functions 2 Rank all LUTs and re-label them according
to the descending order of their ranking 3 δ Figure 5 . CODC computation procedure.
Permuting LUT input orders
By defining LUT-column difference function D, we relate the number of reconfiguration frames to the number of Proceedings of the 7th International Symposium on Quality Electronic Design (ISQED'06) minterms in D. Thus, the optimal LUT input orders should minimize minterms in the corresponding column difference function. Although it is possible to solve this problem through exhaustive enumeration, the large search space of this problem makes a such approach impractical. This paper presents a search procedure based on a greedy algorithm. With assumptions that each LUT has p inputs and N LUTs are in the give column, the major steps of the procedure are described in Figure 6 . It first constructs LUT difference functions (line 3) and, concurrently, finds the LUT that requires the least number of reconfiguration frames (lines 4 ∼ 5). The input order of that LUT will not be permuted, and is used as a reference when permuting other LUT input orders. Also, function MintermCount used in line 3 counts the number of minterms of its operand. After the reference LUT is selected, the algorithm sequentially picks an unprocessed LUT and permutes its inputs. The permutation procedure is sketched from lines 9 to 18. It exhaustively tries all the possible permutations and picks the one that results in the smallest increase on the number of minterms of the newly constructed union function (D tmp ). The time complexity of the proposed procedure is (p!) · (N − 1), which is significantly smaller than the time complexity of the exhaustive enumeration method. Figure 6 . LUT input permutation procedure.
Experimental Results
This section describes how the proposed techniques can be integrated into FPGA design automation flow, and reports experimental results. The current FPGA design automation flow is sketched by the solid arrows in Figure 7 (a). For reconfiguration applications, FPGA implementations of both initial and final circuits are generated following the same flow. The reconfiguration bitstreams, which change FPGA hardware from the initial circuit to its final circuit, are produced by comparing the initial and final FPGA implementations. The proposed optimization procedures can be added into the design flow between placement and routing steps as shown in Figure 7 (b). After the placement phases of both the initial and final circuits, the initial and final functions of all the LUTs become available. Hence, the proposed techniques can be applied to optimize variable mappings, modify LUT don't-care locations, and find optimal LUT input orders. After this, FPGA routing can be performed accordingly. It is often difficult to have direct access to results produced by the FPGA placement procedure. In this case, our method can be integrated as indicated by the dash arrows in Figure 7 (a). After the placement and routing (P&R) phases of both the initial and final circuits, we let the FPGA tool write P&R results into structural VHDL files. The basic components in these VHDL files are LUTs. In addition, we let the FPGA tool generate location constraints for each LUT in VHDL files according to P&R results. The VHDL files along with the constraint files provide information about LUTs in the same column and their initial and final functions. After applying the proposed optimization procedures, LUT init values (that represent LUT locations storing logic 1) are updated and new constraints regarding LUT input orders are added into constraint files. The updated VHDL and constraint files are fed to the P&R module in the FPGA tool to re-route FPGA circuits.
We experimented with the latter integration scenario. Due to the lack of suitable partial reconfiguration benchmark circuits, we use ISCAS85 benchmark circuits as initial FPGA circuits. We derive final FPGA circuits by performing random function modification on the initial circuits. In this process, we first define a set of functions, denoted as g 1 , g 2 , · · · g i , which depend on variables A 4 , A 3 , A 2 , A 1 (since four-input LUTs are used in our experiments). Then, we derive final LUT functions by performing either COM-POSE or INTERSECT operation with using the original LUT function and one function selected from g 1 , g 2 , · · · g i as operands. The COMPOSE and INTERSECT are function manipulation operations defined in CUDD package that is used in the implementation of our optimization procedures. The selection on operation (COMPOSE or INTERSECT) and operand function (g 1 , g 2 , · · · g i ) is totally randomized.
The experiments are conducted on Xilinx Virtex 1000 platform. The obtained results are summarized in Table 1 . The second column of the table lists the number of LUTs assigned to each column. Several column configurations are investigated in the experiment. The third column records the required frame numbers without performing any of the proposed optimization. The fourth column summarizes the number of frames contained in reconfiguration data when only LUT input order permutation technique is applied. The percentage of frame reduction is given in the fifth column. With both don't-care modification and LUT input order permutation techniques being utilized, the resultant reconfiguration frame numbers and their corresponding saving (in percentage) are summarized in the sixth and seventh columns, respectively. The results show that the proposed techniques can reduce reconfiguration frames by more than 20% on average. 
